Coder Assessments in ICD-10:
Practical Workflows to Score Coder Knowledge
So many questions…So little time
Your coders are new to ICD-10. So are your payers, auditors and coding
managers. 60%? 70%? 80%? The true percentage of code accuracy is a
moving target.
Instead of waiting for denials or manual audits to know if your coders
are correct, take preventative action with Central Learning.
Central Learning is a smart and efficient way to assess coders. The web-based system automatically scores and audits coder knowledge
using real cases for:
Immediate management
feedback

Skill gap analysis
by coder

Dashboards to proactively
monitor trends and take action

Practical workflows save time and money

Cases Assigned
(Individuals or teams)

Coder performance
report cards generated

Traditional, manual coding audits drain resources and demand focus.
With Central Learning, coding managers and auditors are up to 40%
more efficient by automatically grading and scoring coder skills.
Central Learning is simple to use. Here’s how it works.

Baseline percentages
established for
monitoring

Coders, login, access
worklist, open cases

Coder’s accuracy rate
and skill gap analysis
compiled

Dashboards drill down
by coder, DRG and more

“Traditionally 4-5 days were required for our ICD-10 coding manager
to review coder’s codes, score and analyze data results. With Central
Learning, this is done instantaneously – an 80% productivity
improvement.”

Coders enter codes into
Central Learning

Central Learning scores
each case against
Answer Key

Automated Coding Audits and Assessments
Top 5 Scores
Endocrine
Circulatory System
Respiratory System
Nervous System
Perinatal

Bottom 5 Scores
87.9%
87.2%
86.0%
85.5%
84.0%

Congenital
External Causes
Signs & Symptoms
Injury, Poison
Ear & Mastoid

Inpatient ICD-10 Diagnosis Accuracy Scores as of 1/1/2016

53.5%
57.4%
68.5%
70.0%
74.3%

Central Learning measures coder accuracy scores—by code,
coder or case. The application organizes each coder’s individual
strengths and weaknesses this quarter, last quarter and across
time. Stop guessing and start knowing with Central Learning.
“Central Learning is the most robust and comprehensive audit,
assessment and learning application in the industry today”.
AHIMA 2016

FREE WEBINAR: Assessing your coders in ICD-10
Assess, Audit, ACT! Visit centrallearning.com/webinars to register
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